NYSAMPO SAFETY WORKING GROUP
APRIL 26, 2012
MINUTES
Participating
 A/GFTC - Kate Mance
 BMTS  CDTC - Sandy Misiewicz
 ECTC - Jay Schissell, Mike Perry
 GBNRTC - Hector Boggio
 GTC - Robert Torzynski
 HOCTS
 ITCTC
 NYMTC
 OCTC
 PDCTC
 SMTC - Mike Alexander
 UCTC
 NYSDOT - Jackie Berlant
 NYSDMV - Chuck DeWeese
 FHWA -

1. SWG Goal Area Updates
a. 2012-2013 SWG work plan/goals
Reported on Strategic Plan session.
Gayle: additional review; monthly frequency
Schissell: monthly ok?
Misiewicz: no strong opinion; bimonthly would not hurt; may be more robust agendas.
Gayle: priority setting; SM will do
Mance: show active tasks v. update type tasks
Boggio - use spreadsheet to do ranking; find commonalities; tighten focus
b. Data/HSIP
i. DDACTS training
Misiewicz attended; hosted by Albany PD. Connection between crashes and crime;
traffic stops a key public safety tool. PDs should look at crime and traffic data w/GIS
to target enforcement.
DeWeese - program up for 3 years; this is a common sense strategy to utilize limited
resources. Next step is for GTSC to assist with data needs for PDs that do not have
in-house capability.
ii. Comprehensive Safety Planning and Monitoring Task Data Analysis Methodology
RSG waiting for NY examples.
c. MPO Safety Planning Peer Exchange Subcommittee: Safety Scan

Torzynski reviewed.
Would like members/partners to give short presentations on the calls, every other
month. Innovative activity within MPO or local governments, or other partners.
d. Human Behaviors Subcommittee
i. Complete Streets Fact Sheet
Gayle reported that the fact sheet is complete and has been posted on the NYSAMPO
website
Website report
May 3 - NYSATSB meeting; presentation joint with NYSCOP on podcasts
e. Training/SWG meetings
From agenda.
AMPO safety session likely to be combined with another proposal.
NYS Highway Safety - submitted sessions on podcasts
Should we do a Safety roundtable in 2012 / 13?
2. Other Updates
a. GTSC - DeWeese: $20K from Ford for Teen Safety events received; asking HS advisors to
do seat belt events; GTSC will provide iTune gift cards. Grand prize can win MacBook if
they respond to what they like about presentations.
b. NYSDOT - Berlant: no report
c. NYSP - recurring TraCS reports
Next SWG teleconference: [ITE conflict

